7.2 GLN
Name: _____________________________
The Korean War
What is the main difference between the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan? ______________ ___________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Communism Spreads in _______________________. Problems in ______________________ and ___________________________________.






Chinese ___________________ (1927-1950)
 Democratic Nationalists – led by _________________
 Communists – led by ____________________
Nationalists _______________ due to poor leadership and lack of _____________
Communists set up the _______________________ (PRC) under the leadership of Mao Zedong.
Nationalists _____________________

A Dangerous Friendship
 ___________ and ____________ sign a treaty of friendship and alliance (_____________)
 _____________________________________________________________________ (UN)
 USSR ____________ the UN in protest
 US selects ____________________ ally
 Adopted policies to encourage rapid ______________ recovery
America’s ______________ War
The Korean War
 US and USSR _______________ after defeating Japan in WWII
 Korea divided at the ______________________
 Soviets control the _________, US controls the ____________
 June 1950, _______________________________________







Truman sees N. Korea’s actions as ______________________ prior to WWII
S. Korea asks for _________________________
 UN forces led by ____________________________
Because the ________________ boycotted the Security Council, they were ___________________ the UN’s action against their ally N. Korea
By September, N. Korea takes control of ________________________
MacArthur launches a ______________________ and pushes the N. Koreans back across the ________ parallel
___________________________ push N. Koreans to the border of __________________
 Chinese feel threatened and send troops to aid N. Korea

The Korean War (________- ________)
 General MacArthur calls for a _______________ against
_________ for interfering
 Truman ____________ – “We are trying to
_________ a world war, not start one.”
 MacArthur takes his case to ________________________
instead
 Truman ________ MacArthur for_________________ (the
President is Commander in Chief)





_______________ pushed out of N. Korea by
Jan. 1951
War ______________________ continues at the
_________ parallel
__________________ declared almost where the war
began, July 1953
 5 ________________________________
 DMZ (________________________): A narrow
strip of land that serves as a _______ zone
between North and South Korea
 _______________________________ in the
world

The Korean War was an important __________________________
__________________________________. Instead of just using
_____________ pressure and ______________aid to contain
communism, the United States began a major ___________ buildup.
The Korean War expanded the Cold War _____________ and into
________________________________________

South Korea after the War
 Adopts a ________________________ and established
____________________ (1987)
 claimed one of the ______________________________ in
the world (1980s/90s)
 The US has ________________ Army and Air Force
personnel to _______________________ against external
aggression
North Korea after the War
Kim ________________
 First Communist dictator of N. Korea; established
____________________________, developed heavy
industry, and built up the
____________________________________.
Kim _____________
 Took control in __________ ; developed
_____________________
Kim _____________
 Took control in 2011; has recently attempted to launch
ICBMs and has
____________________________________ Korea
 The country continues to struggle with shortages of
___________ and _______

